{A Media Kit} S
 tep into Your Greatness

Danni Pomplun
Devotional Warrior – Yogi Misfit
Danni Pomplun is a San Francisco Based E-RYT500 Vinyasa Yoga
Teacher whose style has been described as functional, down-to-earth and
fun with an edge. Each offering will connect to power and flow, infused with
light hearted spirituality where you’ll find the inspiration to
connect with your higher self.

Workshops - In Studio + Festivals
Teacher Trainings
Continuing Education for Teachers
.

Danni Pomplun runs his own popular 200 hour teacher training in San Francisco, and is
the lead teacher for various teacher trainings both in the U.S. and abroad.
Danni also offers continuing education workshops and tune-up retreats where
instructors can refine and deepen their skills. He has successfully led popular
workshops and immersions across the country at popular festivals and top yoga studios,
and keeps the thread of community and teachings going for students regardless of
where they are located.

Headliner for Asheville Yoga Festival --- July 2018
Headliner for Mammoth Yoga Festival --- June 2018
Sedona Yoga Festival Presenter --- February 2018
Blue Osa (200 Hour Retreat Teacher Training ) --- April + Sept 2018
+ more to be announced soon!
Workshops & Master Classes Presented at:
Yoga Tree (SF) Yoga Works (Palo Alto), Ocean Yoga (SF), House of Yoga (San Diego),
One Love (San Diego + Berkeley), Wanderlust Squaw Valley Wayfarer, Thrive Santa Fe,
Yoga on the Lake (Kohler, WI), Inner Fire Yoga (Madison), Vibe (Bloomington), Body Mind
+ Core (Indy, IN), Zen Yoga Garage (Chicago), Festival of Yoga San Diego, Detroit Yoga
Lab, Salt Lake City Downtown Yoga Festival, Movement Lab (Baltimore)
+ Pure Yoga (New York)!

{Danni’s Popular Events --- Festival, Weekend Workshops, Teacher Tune Up’s + More!}

Media (online classes, podcast, articles + more)
{Practice Online --- Short Sequences On the Go at DanniPomplun.com}

In addition to streaming classes for FREE Danni Pomplun will soon offer unique courses to help you deepen your
study of yoga - for serious students of the practice and teachers!

{Audio Classes with Danni on MoveWith.com}

Stream Classes with Danni for 30 Days Free at movewith.com/redeemgift/dannipomplun
Danni’s students resonate with his functional, but down-to-earth approach and ability to combine the mentally restorative aspects of
yoga with the functional physical work that it entails. Stream at https://www.movewith.com/dannipomplun.

{Danni Pomplun --- A Featured Teacher on MyYogaWorks.com}
Get Free 30 Day Trial to Preview with code “DANNI”

Danni Pomplun is a featured teacher on MyYogaWorks - the online yoga platform with videos from Yoga Works teachers.

{PODCAST - The Yogi Misfit Sessions with Danni Pomplun}

Every other Wednesday you can stream a new episode of my latest Podcast in The Yogi Misfit Sessions via iTunes, or straight from
my website. Everyday conversations with yogis from all over the world. tListen in and enjoy.

(Stream Episode 32 with Mike Lewis: http://www.dannipomplun.com/2017/12/27/yogi-misfit-sessions-s28-mike-lewis)

{MINI BLOG}
In the last few days I have been reflecting on my path and journey with yoga. I’ve been able to experience
some really cool things, traveled for retreats, learned how other communities grow, and taught my
passion to those in different cities. When I go deeper into these thoughts, I am reminded how much
community can uplift. I remember that there were times when I wasn’t shining as brightly as I am now. I
know not all days are going to be sunny skies but as they say, “I get by with a little help from my friends.”
My yoga community is it. They’re my freaks and geeks, my band nerds, my odd men out, my favorite
human connections. See you on the mat. Much love and good vibes.

Ambassador + Fundraiser:
(Lululemon, Manduka, One Love Movement)
One of SF’s Top Teachers (movewith.com, Spark 25)
We Travel’s Top 10 Teachers to Follow, 2017
Author + Contributor:
“When to Jump” --- Now available on Amazon
Featured on VICE’s popular Tonic blog “I was suicidal and

addicted to drugs before I found yoga” Read the article
+ SF Yoga Magazine, Manduka.com + MoveWith.com.

Danni@DanniPomplun.com
dannipomplun.com

+ For media requests, please contact
Crystal Higgins, Marketing (cmarieyoga@gmail.com)

